Abstract -The problem of converting noisy quant u m correlations between two parties into noiseless classical ones using a limited amount of one-way classical communication is addressed. A single-letter formula for the optimal trade-off between the extracted common randomness and classical communication rate is obtained for t h e special case of classicalquantum correlations. A less computable expression is found for the general case.
The present paper addresses the "di~tillation'~ task of converting noisy quantum correlations, i.e. bipartite quantum states, into noiseless classical ones, i.e. common randomness (CR), with the help of a limited one-way classical communication rate. This is a quantum generalization of the classical results of Ahlswede and Csiszk [l] . Our problem stems from the desire to quantify the classical correlations present in a bipartite quantum state in an operational way (c.f. [2] for a non-operational approach).
Alice and Bob share n copies (in classical jargon: an n letter word) of a bipartite quantum state pdB. Alice is allowed nR bits of classical communication to Bob. In the most general protocol she performs some measurement on her part of (pd")@" , producing the outcome random variable X ( n ) defined on some set X("). Next, she sends Bob f ( X ( " ) ) , where f : X(") + {I, 2,. . . , 2nR}. The rate R signifies the number of bits per letter needed to convey this information. Conditioned on the value of f ( X ( " ) ) , Bob performs an appropriate measurement with outcome random variable Y ( " ) . We say that a pair of random variables (K, L ) , both taking values in some set iC, is permissible if
A CR-rate pair (C, R) is called achievable if for all E , S > 0 and all sufficiently large n there exists a permissible pair (K, L) satisfying (1) and 1x1 5 Z C l n , for some constant c', such that
We define the CR-rate function C(R) to be
One may also formulate the C(R) problem for Alice 
the m o u n t of CR generated in excess of the invested classical communication rate. This suggests D(m) as a natural asymmetric measure of the total classical correlation in the state. Our main result is the following single-letter expression for D ( R ) , for a classical-quantum system X Q :
The maximization is to be understood as one over all conditional probability distributions p(u1z) for the random variable U conditioned on x, defined on some set U of cardinality I U I 5 1x1 + 
